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that peyote-r-I've had that. It tastes like peyote. It has the same effect as
peyote. It just grows in five points, on top of one another.
(What color is it?)
Green. Just same as peyote. Five points on top of the other.
(Does it have flowers.?)
Oh, it has flowers—it has that cotton, you know, on the top part. But of course those
that grows under it, I guess they're coming on through. I want to get some more of
that some of these days.
NEW MEXICO VARIETY OF PEYOTE:
(Does it have the same effect?)
Same effect. Same. The roots is just the same, same effect and same taste. But that
peyote you get in New Mexico—out in White Sands, I believe it i^s—its pink. The
root is pink. Red. That's the'only difference. It's just likd peyote. Just like
peyote and it tastes like peyote and has the same effect as peyote. You get it in
New Mexico. Somewhere along—I tnink it's near White Sands or Mescalero"—somewhere
along in there. I don't know just where. I've had that.
(Have you ever gotten it yourself out there?)
No I haven't. I've went by there the place. They saia now over these mountains and
down below that is where they get this peyote, they says.

And you can also get iV~

near El Paso. I been there. Near Fort Bliss, in those sand mountains. Well, it's
just ever bit like this Texas peyote. This Bliss, Texas.

*

PEYOTE FROM OLD MEXICO:
(What about this peyote you get in Mexico?

Is that the same?}

Great—some of them get that big. Same kind.

About six ijnches across (indicating

diameter of the surface of the plant.) But that makes good stew, yo\ know. They
cut the bottom and tney dry it, up and it maks s good stew, for medicine, you know.
The root part, yeah. But the rest—I saw one back in 1903 where some Kiowas,
/
Comanches, and some Cheyenne and Arapaho boys went down there in Old Mexico. I
think it was at Alientes—that's the name of where they went in Old Mexico. And this
man, Leanard Tylor, brought some back and he had a meeting up hers west of W&tonga.
On the. Little Elk place, in 19Q3. He's a son of Black Kettle. And in the i»x>rning—

